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S imilar to the way U.S. taxpayers historically used Swiss bank secrecy laws to 
conceal assets and income in foreign bank accounts, a segment of cryptocur-
rency (“crypto”) owners are now using its pseudo-anonymous features to con-

ceal virtual assets and income from the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS” or “Service”) 
and the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) (collectively the “Government”). 
Recognizing this issue, the Government has begun a tax enforcement campaign to 
crack down on unreported crypto. Accordingly, in the coming months and years, tax-
payers and their practitioners may soon find themselves in the midst of crypto-related 
civil audits and criminal investigations. In these cases, noncompliant taxpayers are 
likely to face the difficult decision of whether to voluntarily comply with summonses 
and subpoenas for incriminating crypto records or invoke their Fifth Amendment 
act of production privilege. Although assertions of this privilege have been largely 
unsuccessful in recent years in the context of foreign bank account cases, crypto 
tax cases present new and promising applications of this longstanding doctrine for 
taxpayers. With the assistance of an experienced criminal tax attorney, taxpayers may 
be able to repel Government efforts to compel the production of such records and, 
in turn, avoid otherwise inevitable criminal indictments and prosecutions.

Background
For decades, wealthy Americans passed up the convenience of local banks for the 
financial anonymity of Swiss bank accounts located half a world away. Through a 
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choreographed dance of bank secrecy laws, hold mail, num-
bered accounts, offshore structures, and insurance wrappers, 
Swiss banks built an industry around assisting U.S. and 
other clients to conceal assets and income. Switzerland was 
not the only jurisdiction that offered these privacy protec-
tions and banking services, but few others could compete 
with its reputation for stability and predictability.

In the late 2000s, the landscape of the offshore banking 
world started to change, beginning with Swiss Bank UBS 
AG’s (“UBS”) receipt of an IRS John Doe Summons and 
its subsequent Deferred Prosecution Agreement (“DPA”) 
with DOJ. As part of this DPA, UBS facilitated the 
exchange of undeclared U.S. bank account information to 
U.S. tax authorities. Over the next decade, over 80 Swiss 
and other international banks would likewise turn over 
the figurative keys to billions of dollars of sensitive assets 
entrusted to them by wealthy American clients.

Today, Americans seeking financial anonymity are 
unlikely to find it in offshore bank accounts. Many believe 
that crypto is the new Swiss bank account. With a few 
clicks of a mouse, taxpayers can now hold and transfer 
virtual coins pseudo-anonymously without the need for 
bankers or third-party intermediaries.

Understandably, the Government is concerned that 
people are utilizing crypto to conceal assets and income from 
the Service. At a recent Federal Bar Association meeting in 
Washington, D.C., the IRS Chief of Criminal Investigation 
noted that crypto is an immediate concern and area of focus 
for IRS criminal investigators.1 Moreover, the Service’s Large 
Business & International (“LB&I”) Division has announced 
a campaign that focuses on unreported crypto income.2 
These statements are consistent with recent tax enforcement 
actions like the Service’s issuance of a John Doe Summons 
to the U.S.-based crypto exchange Coinbase. Similar to 
the role that the UBS John Doe summons played in its 
eventual undeclared offshore bank account campaign, the 
Coinbase John Doe summons is likely just the tip of the 
Government’s spear in crypto tax enforcement.

The Government’s ability to acquire records of unre-
ported crypto assets and income will undoubtedly be a 
lynchpin in future prosecutions. As it ramps up its tax 
enforcement campaign, practitioners are likely to encoun-
ter noncompliant taxpayers faced with IRS summonses, 
grand jury subpoenas, and court orders pursuant to The 
All Writs Act compelling incriminating crypto records. 
While there is no Fifth Amendment privilege to refuse 
the production of such records on the ground that they 
are inherently incriminating,3 the act of producing such 
records may be protected in some circumstances.

Over the last decade, much has been written about 
the Fifth Amendment act of production doctrine in the 

context of offshore tax evasion cases. In recent years, the 
Government has been immensely successful in compelling 
the production of incriminating foreign bank account 
records by establishing the applicability of exceptions like 
the collective entity, required records, and/or foregone 
conclusion doctrines. However, due to the unique manner 
in which virtual coins are held and transferred, it will face 
different issues and untested applications of these long-
standing principles with crypto. Given the Government’s 
focus on virtual currency, practitioners would be well 
served to consider these differences and the likely effect 
they will have on their clients’ ability to successfully invoke 
the Fifth Amendment act of production privilege.

1. Act of Production Doctrine
The Fifth Amendment generally protects individuals 
against government compulsion of incriminating com-
munications. It states that “[n]o person … shall be 
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against 
himself.”4 However, not every compelled communication 
is protected. The Fifth Amendment “applies only when 
the accused is compelled to make a testimonial commu-
nication…”5 For a communication to be testimonial, it 
must “explicitly or implicitly … relate a factual assertion 
or disclose information.”6

The Supreme Court has found that, in some instances, 
the Fifth Amendment extends to the act of producing 
documents in response to a summons or subpoena.7 This 
legal principle is known as the act of production doctrine. 
The Court has reasoned that “[t]he act of producing evi-
dence in response to a subpoena [or other means of com-
pulsion] … has communicative aspects of its own, wholly 
aside from the contents of the papers produced.”8 To that 
end, the compulsion of documentary evidence may “tacitly 
concede … the existence of the documents demanded 
and their possession and control by the [defendant].”9 As 
the Third Circuit put it, by “producing documents, one 
acknowledges that the documents exist, admits that the 
documents are in one’s custody, and concedes that the 
documents are those that the [Government] requests.”10

In order to advise crypto holders on Fifth Amendment 
act of production issues, practitioners must understand 
how crypto is held and transferred. Since crypto coins are 
virtual in nature, there is no physical object to possess. 
Instead, crypto owners hold the cryptographic keys of their 
coins. These keys are generally stored in digital wallets. For 
each coin in a non-custodial wallet,11 the taxpayer holds 
one public key and one secret private key in the form of 
lengthy number and letter combinations.

To transfer crypto coins, the holder must identify and 
communicate to his or her wallet the wallet address of the 
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intended recipient. Once the transaction is submitted, 
it must be validated by a network of third-parties called 
miners, who attempt to match the secret private key of 
the sender with the public key recorded in a public ledger 
called the blockchain. Completed transactions are signified 
through the generation of a transaction ID, their recording 
in the blockchain, balance adjustments to the wallets of 
the sender and recipient, and the transfer of possession of 
the coin’s private key from the sender to the recipient.12 
While blockchain transactions are publicly traceable, the 
identities of blockchain transaction participants are gener-
ally not. This combination of publicly transparent transac-
tional data and secret identifying information fosters trust 
in the legitimacy of crypto transactions while maintaining 
a degree of anonymity for transaction participants.

It is common for users to hold and transfer coins among 
multiple wallets. Crypto is most often bought and sold 
using online exchanges that require, at a minimum, the 
temporary use of an exchange-based wallet.13 However, not 
all exchanges trade the same crypto coins and, even when 
they do, prices may differ. Consequently, users often buy 
and sell coins on multiple exchanges. Additionally, many 
users don’t trust exchange-based wallets to store and secure 
their private keys.14 Accordingly, they transfer to, and 
store coins in, other wallets when they are not conducting 
transactions. Some insist on the security of paper wallets 
and tamper-proof electronic hardware devices while others 
prefer wallets that are accessible on Internet browsers and 
personal electronic devices.

The Government playbook for crypto tax enforcement 
appears to be focused on the compulsion and coopera-
tion of custodial exchanges.15 Earlier this year, the Service 
was successful in compelling Coinbase to provide wallet 
information concerning over 13,000 U.S. customers.16 
More recently, Bitfinex, a British Virgin Islands exchange, 
indicated that it would be indirectly providing wallet 
information for certain customers to the Service pursuant 
to FATCA.17 Noncompliant taxpayers that use custodial 
exchange-based wallets (“custodial wallets”) to hold and 
transact crypto are easy targets for the Government. Rather 
than particular coins, custodial exchanges generally permit 
users to store and transact fungible crypto value corre-
sponding to particular coins owned by the exchange.18 
These wallet transactions are recorded off-blockchain 
in internal records. This makes transaction participants 
identifiable in the records of the exchange.

Once in possession of custodial wallet information, 
the Government is likely to reconcile it against IRS tax-
payer records to develop targets for audits and criminal 
investigations. If targeted by the Service, a taxpayer can 
expect to receive information document requests (“IDRs”), 

summonses, and/or subpoenas for crypto wallet records. 
For taxpayers with significant unreported crypto income 
or a paper trail indicating active concealment from the 
Service, compliance with such Government requests is 
likely to put them at serious risk of criminal prosecution.

Generally speaking, the Government only brings criminal 
tax prosecutions in cases where there is a substantial unre-
ported tax liability.19 The Service has determined that crypto 
is treated as property for tax purposes.20 Rather than creating 
crypto-specific rules, it has declared that general tax rules 
concerning property transactions will apply.21 Consistent 
with these principles, crypto that is paid to taxpayers as 
compensation for services such as mining will generally be 
taxed as ordinary income while crypto held for investment 
purposes will typically be treated as a capital asset.22

In criminal cases, the Government bears the formal and/
or informal burden of proving a tax liability.23 For example, 
it must prove a tax due and owing for Code Sec. 7201 
counts, the materiality of false items for Code Sec. 7206(1) 
counts, and the extent of the tax loss caused by relevant 
conduct at sentencing.24 With respect to unreported crypto 
held as a capital asset, the Government must prove that the 
sales price exceeded the cost basis in order to establish a tax 
liability.25 General tax principles require that, in comput-
ing cost basis, it use the specific identification method.26

The Government is likely to encounter several issues in 
attempting to prove the cost basis of coin sales.27 First, with 
respect to custodial wallets, the fungible nature of crypto held 
and transacted is not conducive to the specific identification 
method.28 Second, this method requires the Government 
to trace the cost basis of particular crypto coins back to the 
original purchase date.29 When all of a taxpayer’s crypto is 
purchased, held, and sold on one exchange, this may not 
be too difficult. However, where a taxpayer holds crypto in 
multiple wallets and transfers coins among them, one wallet 
may not be enough to calculate cost basis. This is because, 
when coins are transferred among multiple taxpayer wallets 
before being sold from one of them, the purchase price can-
not be learned from analyzing the wallet that sold the coins 
alone.30 In these types of cases, the Government may need 
to obtain the records of most or all of the taxpayer’s wallets 
and then trace the transfers among them to find the original 
purchase dates and prices of the coins sold.31

To the extent unreported crypto sold by a taxpayer 
is fungible and/or wallet records necessary to trace par-
ticular coins cannot be obtained by the Government, it 
will be difficult if not impossible for it to compute cost 
basis using the specific identification method. In a civil 
examination, where the burden is on the taxpayer, the 
Service has deemed the cost basis of property to be zero in 
situations where proof of cost basis cannot be established 
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using a legally permissible method.32 Following converse 
logic, one could argue that, in a criminal case where cost 
basis cannot be reliably computed using the only legally 
authorized method—specific identification, courts should 
deem the cost basis of a particular coin sale to be the highest 
purchased like-amount when all relevant purchase prices 
are known to the Government. Moreover, when all relevant 
purchase prices are not known to the government, it should 
be deemed to be 100 percent of the sales price of each coin 
sold. Practically speaking, any other method used by the 
Government would be susceptible to a cross-examination 
that highlights all of the other more taxpayer-friendly 
ways it could have attempted to accomplish the difficult 
if not impossible task of computing cost basis using the 
specific identification method. In addition to the problems 
that these issues create for the government in establish-
ing the existence of a tax liability, confusion surrounding 
the proper way of computing crypto cost basis in these 
circumstances is likely to cut against taxpayer willfulness.

By voluntarily providing wallet records to the 
Government in response to an IRS summons or grand 
jury subpoena, the taxpayer could be delivering him or 
herself to criminal investigators and prosecutors on a 
silver platter. Compliance may concede the existence of 
wallet records not otherwise known to the Government as 
well as the taxpayer’s custody of these records. Moreover, 
the documents themselves could be highly probative of 
unreported income, cost basis, taxpayer concealment, and 
can assist the Government in developing leads for other 
wallets and unreported income. On the other hand, an 
unsuccessful assertion of Fifth Amendment privilege dur-
ing a civil audit will increase the likelihood of a criminal 
referral and can result in the Service making an assessment 
based on a reduced or zero cost basis.

Based on what is at stake, it is imperative that an attor-
ney experienced in criminal tax matters be consulted as 
soon as the taxpayer or his or her practitioner learns that 
Government officials are inquiring into matters directly 
or indirectly related to unreported crypto. This is even 
more important when the representative is a non-attorney 
because the Code Sec. 7525 tax practitioner privilege 
will not protect communications with the taxpayer in 
the event the case turns criminal.33 Once the proper rep-
resentative team is in place, it must assess, among other 
items, whether the compelled records are testimonial and 
personally incriminating to the taxpayer as well as whether 
the Government is likely to discover them anyway so as 
to make an assertion of privilege futile. To this end, they 
will need to determine whether any exceptions to the 
Fifth Amendment act of production doctrine are likely 
to preclude a successful assertion of privilege.

2. Collective Entity Doctrine
The first exception to the Fifth Amendment act of produc-
tion doctrine is known as the collective entity doctrine. It is 
based on the fundamental principle that, unlike individu-
als, legal entities do not have Fifth Amendment rights.34 
It was formed by a line of Supreme Court cases starting 
with Wilson and continuing through R. Braswell that, as 
a whole, concluded that a representative of a legal entity 
cannot assert his or her own personal privilege to avoid 
turning over an entity’s documents.35 This is the case even 
if the documents tend to incriminate the representative 
personally.36 The collective entity doctrine has been found 
to apply to the records of most businesses formed as non-
sole proprietorships to include corporations, partnerships, 
trusts, LLCs, and even single member LLCs (“legal entity 
businesses”).37

In some cases in which a taxpayer operates a crypto 
business as a separate legal entity, the application of the 
collective entity doctrine is straightforward because the 
line between personal and legal entity business records is 
defined. In other cases, the issues are not so clear-cut. As 
taxpayers sometimes do with bank accounts, many crypto 
users commingle coins received from legal entity busi-
nesses engaged in mining or trading with personal coins 
in their crypto wallets.38 Moreover, based on the lackadai-
sical know-your-customer standards at many exchanges, 
taxpayers sometimes open up wallets used partially and/
or primarily for legal entity businesses in either their own 
name or a fictitious one.

Based on the developing nature of crypto tax law, prac-
titioners and their taxpayer clients often face new and 
untested issues for which they must take tax positions. 
For issues involving the classification of crypto as either 
personal or legal entity business assets, these positions may 
have Fifth Amendment implications. Characterization 
becomes particularly important when assisting clients 
with amended and/or current year tax returns that come 
due during an audit or criminal investigation. Once a 
return is filed taking the position that crypto related 
assets, income, or expenses belong to a particular legal 
entity business, it could foreclose future arguments that 
the underlying records are personal in nature and, in turn, 
preclude the taxpayer from successfully invoking his or 
her Fifth Amendment privilege as to the act of producing 
them. For instance, to the extent that a return position 
is taken that crypto coins earned mining became part 
of the inventory of the taxpayer’s single member LLC 
business, this position could be used against the taxpayer 
by the Government if the taxpayer later asserts the Fifth 
Amendment with respect to the production of the wallets 
holding these coins.
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In determining whether documents are personal or legal 
entity business records, courts employ a functional test that 
examines the documents’ nature, function, and use.39 With 
respect to commingled records, courts are disinclined to 
permit a taxpayer to avoid production altogether on Fifth 
Amendment grounds.40 To the contrary, records that contain 
a significant mixture will likely be considered legal entity 
business records not protected by privilege.41 Nonetheless, 
with respect to situations where coins held and transacted 
for personal use are readily severable from legal entity busi-
ness coins in the same wallet, there is limited precedent 
for permitting those records to be “culled so as to delete or 
excise purely private notations from [the] corporate record, 
or corporate materials mingled with private [ones].”42

3. Required Records Doctrine
Another exception to the Fifth Amendment act of pro-
duction privilege is the required records doctrine. This 
doctrine precludes compelled taxpayers whose records are 
required to be maintained by law from validly invoking 
their Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimi-
nation.43 It was first set forth by the Supreme Court in 
Shapiro and expounded upon in J. Marchetti44 and A.M. 
Grosso.45 For the required records doctrine to apply, the 
following three requirements must be met:

First, the purposes of the Government’s inquiry must 
be essentially regulatory, rather than criminal. Second, 
the records must contain the type of information that 
the regulated party would ordinarily keep. Third, the 
records “must have assumed ‘public aspects’ which 
render them at least analogous to public documents.”46

Compelled domestic crypto wallet records are not likely to 
fall within the required records doctrine. In H.V. Porter,47 
the Seventh Circuit examined whether the required 
records doctrine was applicable to records that taxpayers 
are mandated to maintain for tax return substantiation 
purposes pursuant to Section 6001 of the Internal Revenue 
Code. The Court rejected the Government’s argument for 
application of the required records doctrine. In so doing, 
it reasoned that, contrary to the Shapiro case, taxpayers are 
not required to keep such records as an ongoing condition 
of operating under a comprehensive regulatory scheme. 
Additionally, it stressed that “the very nature of the lim-
ited taxpayer-government relationship is … insufficient 
to imbue the taxpayer’s cancelled checks and deposit slips 
with ‘public aspects’ as required under Shapiro.”48

Although tax forms and returns reporting crypto income 
and receipts may fall within the required records doctrine, 
courts disagree about this issue.49 Consequently, taxpayers 

and their attorneys should be mindful of the precedent in 
their respective circuits. In unreported crypto tax cases, 
the Government is most likely to be interested in Forms 
1099-K and 1099-MISC reporting crypto receipts. 
Although the Government will likely already possess 
information about these tax forms from IRS databases, it 
is possible that they were never received by the taxpayer. By 
providing Forms 1099-K and 1099-MISC in response to a 
summons or subpoena, the taxpayer could concede receipt, 
and thus admit knowledge of unreported crypto receipts.

Whether compelled foreign crypto wallet records fall 
within the required records doctrine probably depends, 
in large part, on whether they constitute foreign financial 
accounts under the Bank Secrecy Act (“BSA”). Over the 
last decade, every circuit that has examined the issue of 
whether a foreign financial account that must be main-
tained under the BSA is a required record has concluded 
that it is.50 In one of the seminal cases, In re Grand Jury 
Investigation M.H., the Ninth Circuit examined whether 
the taxpayer could invoke the act of production doctrine to 
avoid producing Swiss bank account records compelled by 
a grand jury subpoena.51 It found that the required records 
doctrine applied and compelled the taxpayer to produce 
the documents.52 In determining whether the applicable 
requirements were met, the Court reasoned that there is 
nothing inherently illegal in having an offshore foreign 
financial account.53 Additionally, it found that the records 
were of the type that bank customers would customarily 
keep because they must report account information to 
the IRS every year as part of the Government’s regula-
tion of offshore banking activity and because they need 
the information to access their foreign bank accounts.54 
Finally, the Ninth Circuit determined that, since the 
requisite personal information was being compelled in 
furtherance of a valid offshore banking regulatory scheme, 
the information assumed a public aspect.55

While there is no longer any question that the required 
records doctrine applies to summonses and subpoenas 
for foreign financial accounts that must be maintained 
pursuant to the BSA, the question of whether a foreign 
wallet is a foreign financial account under the BSA is less 
clear. Under the BSA, U.S. persons with a financial interest 
in, or authority over bank accounts, securities accounts, 
or other financial accounts located in foreign countries56 
must file a FinCEN Form 114 (more commonly known 
as an “FBAR”) if the aggregate value of these accounts 
exceeds $10,000 at any time during the calendar year.57 
Additionally, to the extent there is an FBAR requirement, 
taxpayers must also maintain records of their foreign bank, 
securities, and other financial accounts for five years and 
make them “available for inspection as authorized by law.”58
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The applicability of the required records doctrine is likely 
to specifically depend on whether the particular crypto 
wallet being compelled is considered an “other financial 
account” under the BSA. The BSA defines this term in 
several ways including as an “account with a person in the 
business of accepting deposits as a financial agency.”59 It 
further defines financial agency, in part, as a “person acting 
outside the United States for a person … as a financial 
institution…”60 Financial institution is, in turn, defined 
to include money transmitters. For crypto wallet purposes, 
FinCEN has found that a “money transmitter” is, in part, a 
business that: (1) exchanges crypto for real currency, funds, 
or other virtual currency; and (2) accepts and transmits 
crypto.61 In an effort to clarify the term “other financial 
account,” the Internal Revenue Manual (“IRM”) specifies 
several types of accounts that are generally not considered 
other financial accounts.62 One such unreportable account 
is a safe deposit box.63 However, this clarifying provision is 
not without exception. The IRM notes that “a reportable 
account may exist where the financial institution providing 
the safety deposit box has access to the contents and can 
dispose of them upon instruction from, or prearrangement 
with, the person.”64

All foreign crypto wallets are not created equal. There 
are three general types of crypto wallets: 1) stand-alone 
web-based (“personal wallets”), 2) non-custodial exchange-
based (“peer-to-peer wallets”), and 3) custodial wallets.65 
Personal wallets allow users to hold particular coins on 
various personal devices and to transfer them in peer-to-
peer transactions recorded in the blockchain. Peer-to-peer 
wallets similarly permit users to hold particular coins and 
to transfer them in peer-to-peer transactions recorded in 
the blockchain, but are provided by virtual peer-to-peer 
marketplaces that facilitate these transactions.66 Custodial 
wallets permit users to hold fungible crypto value, some-
times convert it into and out of fiat, and buy and sell it 
through its virtual marketplace in off-blockchain transac-
tions.67 Practitioners should take the time to learn about 
the types of foreign wallets used by their clients.

Personal wallets provided by foreign companies are 
unlikely to be considered “other financial accounts” for 
several reasons. First, personal wallet providers are likely 
not money transmitters because they do not technically 
accept and transmit crypto. Such providers never formally 
accept possession of a user’s coins. Instead, the private keys 
received by the wallet belong to and remain in the continu-
ous and exclusive possession of its users. The transfers of 
coins in and out of these wallets are conducted by the users 
themselves in peer-to-peer transactions. In reality, the wal-
let is nothing more than software that provides users with 
coin storage and transfer capabilities. In a recent ruling, 

FinCEN examined whether the production and distribu-
tion of software designed to facilitate the sale of crypto 
constitutes acceptance and transmission. FinCEN ruled 
that the software production and distribution “in and of 
itself, does not constitute acceptance and transmission of 
value, even if the purpose of the software is to facilitate the 
sale of virtual currency.”68 Second, the fact that personal 
wallets do not directly exchange crypto for real currency, 
funds, or other crypto also likely precludes their providers 
from qualifying as money transmitters. While a personal 
wallet user may agree to accept or transmit real currency, 
funds, or other crypto in some other manner in exchange 
for a crypto transfer, this is typically not facilitated by the 
wallet itself. Finally, personal wallets are analogous to safe 
deposit boxes, which the Service does not consider “other 
financial accounts.” Much like a safe deposit box could store 
particular gold bars, personal wallets allow a user to securely 
store copies of private keys for particular coins. Absent 
the user giving the wallet provider his or her encryption 
password and permission to dispose of the crypto inside, 
the wallet provider should not be able to legally do so. 
Consequently, taxpayers with personal wallets provided 
by non-U.S. companies are likely not subject to the FBAR 
reporting and record maintenance requirements of the BSA 
and, in turn, compelled requests for these records should 
not fall within the required records doctrine.

Peer-to-peer wallets operated by foreign providers are 
also unlikely to be considered “other financial accounts.” 
These operate like personal wallets but are provided 
by peer-to-peer exchanges. In many instances, these 
exchanges provide an additional layer of security for 
peer-to-peer transactions such as the implementation of 
multi-signature (“multi-sig”) technology. Utilizing this 
technology, they act as third-party authenticators and arbi-
ters of coin transactions. In reality, peer-to-peer exchanges 
are nothing more than providers of virtual marketplace, 
key storage, and coin transfer software. Consequently, 
providers of peer-to-peer wallets are also not likely to be 
considered money transmitters. Moreover, like personal 
wallet providers, peer-to-peer exchanges generally cannot 
legally access private keys or dispose of the particular coins 
in a wallet without some form of user authorization. As 
a result, wallets provided by peer-to-peer exchanges are 
analogous to a safe deposit box. Taken together, taxpay-
ers with peer-to-peer wallets outside the United States are 
also likely not subject to the FBAR reporting and record 
maintenance requirements of the BSA and, in turn, com-
pelled requests for these records should not fall within the 
required records doctrine.

Although there is no judicial precedent or ruling on 
the issue, it is possible that the Government will treat 
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custodial wallets operated by foreign providers as “other 
financial accounts” covered by the BSA. These wallets do 
not generally permit users to hold particular coins and 
corresponding private keys. Instead, when users transfer 
coins into these wallets, the exchange takes possession of 
them and their corresponding private keys and credits the 
wallet with their fungible value. Most also allow users to 
purchase with and convert coins into fiat. Transactions 
among users occur off blockchain using the fungible 
values in their wallets. While the exchange may transfer 
particular coins to the user with corresponding private 
keys upon him or her cashing out, these will almost 
never be the same ones initially deposited. FinCEN has 
indicated that it generally considers custodial exchanges 
to be money transmitters.69 Moreover, wallets provided 
by these exchanges are arguably dissimilar to safe deposit 
boxes because they do not hold users’ particular coins.70 
As possible “other financial accounts,” taxpayers with a 
financial interest in one or more custodial wallets with 
an aggregate value over $10,000 may be subject to FBAR 
reporting and records maintenance requirements for a 
period of five years under the BSA.71

Even if custodial wallets are ultimately deemed to be 
“other financial accounts” under the BSA, it does not 
necessarily mean that taxpayers who hold such records are 
subject to the required records doctrine. While the records 
maintenance requirements of the BSA have consistently 
been found to meet all three required prongs, it is equally 
important that courts and litigants not lose sight of the 
reasons the doctrine exists in the first place. Several courts 
have noted that:

One of the rationales, if not the main rationale, 
behind the required records doctrine is that the 
government or a regulatory agency should have the 
means, over an assertion of the Fifth Amendment 
Privilege, to inspect the records it requires an indi-
vidual to keep as a condition of voluntarily participating 
in that regulated activity.72

In the various cases concluding that the required records 
doctrine applies to compelled foreign bank account 
records, there was no dispute concerning whether the 
particular records at issue were categorically required to 
be maintained pursuant to the BSA as a matter of law. 
After all, foreign bank accounts are specifically included 
in the definition of foreign financial accounts under the 
BSA. However, foreign custodial crypto wallets are not 
specifically included in the BSA definition and there is a 
lack of certainty concerning whether they qualify as “other 
financial accounts.”

Given this uncertainty, in addition to evaluating whether 
the three prongs of the required records doctrine test have 
been met, courts may and should also examine whether, as 
a matter of law, individuals who open foreign crypto wallets 
can voluntary participate in the foreign financial account 
maintenance rules of the BSA. While the term “voluntary 
participation” is largely undefined in this context, the 
Seventh Circuit has loosely indicated that an individual 
voluntarily participates in a regulated activity when he 
or she “enters upon a regulated activity knowing that the 
maintenance of extensive records available for inspection by 
the regulatory agency is one of the conditions of engaging 
in the activity.”73 Following this logic, it seems that, for 
the three prong required records doctrine test to even be 
relevant in the first place, there must be reason for taxpayers 
to know that the maintenance of wallet records available for 
inspection by the Service and/or FinCEN pursuant to the 
BSA is a condition of their decision to store and transfer 
for value cryptographic keys using wallets provided by non-
U.S. custodial exchanges.74 Until there is clear guidance 
regarding the application of the BSA to foreign custodial 
wallets, it may be difficult for the Government to establish 
that foreign wallet holders voluntarily participate in an 
activity regulated by the BSA.75 The question of whether 
a custodial wallet provided by a non-U.S. company is 
subject to BSA FBAR reporting and record maintenance 
requirements is unsettled76 and far from obvious.77 After 
all, the crypto coins they hold are virtual in nature and, 
thus, do not exist in any one place. For taxpayers desiring 
an answer, there is no crypto specific case law, statute, 
regulation, or agency guidance that can be relied upon. 
It is even unclear if the agency proponents, FinCEN and 
the IRS, have themselves reached a consensus on this 
question.78 Given the uncertainty concerning whether it 
is, in fact, a requirement for taxpayers to maintain records 
of foreign crypto wallets under the BSA, a preclusion of 
Fifth Amendment privilege on required records grounds 
would arguably render the doctrine a misnomer. As the 
Fifth Circuit has stated concerning unsettled tax questions, 
“a criminal proceeding … is an inappropriate vehicle for 
pioneering interpretations of tax law.”79

In cases where the DOJ believes the required records 
doctrine applies, it typically issues a special type of sub-
poena for documents commonly referred to as a Title 
31 subpoena. In foreign account cases, these subpoenas 
typically limit the scope of the requested documents to 
any and all records required to be maintained pursuant 
to the FBAR and corresponding records maintenance 
requirements of the BSA. However, such subpoenas 
generally do not provide an exhaustive list of the types of 
foreign accounts that are subject to these requirements. 
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As described above, while the BSA clearly specifies that 
foreign bank and securities accounts are subject to these 
requirements, the issue of whether a foreign crypto wallet 
constitutes an “other financial account” is not enumerated 
in any statute, regulation, or court opinion. Given the lack 
of guidance, a Title 31 subpoena is likely to place the bur-
den on the taxpayer to determine whether foreign crypto 
wallet records constitute “other financial accounts,” and 
in turn, whether such records are required to be produced 
pursuant to both the BSA and the subpoena. This puts 
taxpayers in a difficult predicament. Given the uncertainty, 
if the taxpayer produces foreign crypto wallet records, he 
or she may unnecessarily provide incriminating documents 
to the government that would otherwise be protected by 
the Fifth Amendment. On the other hand, if the taxpayer 
treats the records as not covered by the subpoena, he or 
she risks a contempt violation. Moreover, it is difficult 
for the taxpayer to broach the issue with the government 
without providing a lead concerning the foreign crypto 
wallet(s) at issue.

In addition to arguing that the required records doctrine 
is generally inapplicable to a Title 31 subpoena for foreign 
crypto tax records, taxpayers and their representatives 
should consider moving to quash and/or modify it based 
on its language. As the Seventh Circuit has noted:

The authority of a grand jury to inquire into violations 
of criminal law through the use of subpoenas duces 
tecum is necessarily broad, and is generally limited 
only by the requirement that the evidence to be pro-
duced cover a reasonable period of time, is relevant 
to the investigation, and is identified with reasonable 
particularity.80

To this end, Rule 17(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure provides, in part, that “the court on motion 
made promptly may quash or modify the subpoena if 
compliance would be unreasonable or oppressive.” In 
In re Grand Jury Investigation, the Eastern District of 
Wisconsin examined a motion to quash and/or modify 
a subpoena that was alleged to lack particularity to the 
point that the recipient could not “reasonably understand 
what [was] sought.” The court found that the subpoena 
lacked sufficient particularity and quashed it. Moreover, 
in In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Served on Allied 
Auto Sales, Inc.,81 the District of Rhode Island examined 
a motion to quash and/or modify a subpoena issued for 
documents subject to the required records doctrine. In 
that case, even though the court found that the required 
records doctrine generally precluded a valid assertion of the 
Fifth Amendment in that case, it indicated that a “request 

which commands a witness who may also be a grand jury 
target to construe a subpoena in [a manner] involving 
the discretionary mental processes of the witness” may 
nonetheless “run afoul of Fifth Amendment privilege.”

Absent the government specifying in the subpoena 
precisely what records it deems to be and not be “other 
financial accounts” under the BSA, taxpayers may be 
forced to make educated guesses concerning whether 
particular records are producible or not. Consequently, 
as applied to government requests for “other financial 
accounts” under the BSA, Title 31 subpoenas arguably 
lack reasonable particularity and require a discretionary 
mental process sufficient to trigger Fifth Amendment 
protections for the taxpayer.

4. Foregone Conclusion Doctrine
A third exception to the act of production privilege is the 
foregone conclusion doctrine. Courts have found that, 
where the existence, possession or control, and authen-
ticity of the compelled documents are a foregone conclu-
sion, the Fifth Amendment privilege is not violated.82 In 
such a case, the issue of compelled production becomes 
a “question … not of testimony but of surrender.”83 In 
these situations, the “tacit averments” of the taxpayer in 
producing the documents would not rise to the level of 
testimony within the protection of the Fifth Amendment 
because any information implicitly conceded in produc-
ing the documents is already within the Government’s 
knowledge.84

In W.L. Hubbell, the Supreme Court set forth the 
standard for establishing the Government’s knowledge of 
summonsed or subpoenaed records. It found that it must 
have actual knowledge of the existence and location of the 
compelled documents.85 In so holding, it indicated that the 
Government cannot cure the lack of actual knowledge as 
to the existence and location of particular documents with 
broadly worded subpoenas and general arguments.86 Such 
would make it “unquestionably necessary for [a taxpayer] 
to make extensive use of ‘the contents of his own mind’ in 
identifying … documents responsive to the requests in the 
subpoena.”87 In such a case, that taxpayer would effectively 
be providing a “catalog of existing documents” that was a 
“link in the chain” of his prosecution.88

More recently, in S. Greenfield, the Second Circuit 
clarified the necessary extent of the Government’s actual 
knowledge.89 In so doing, it noted that the Government 
must only establish knowledge with “reasonable particu-
larity.”90 However, “it must know, and not merely infer, 
that the documents sought exist, that they were under the 
control of the defendant, and that they were authentic.”91 
More importantly, the Court ruled it was insufficient for 
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the Government to show that the compelled documents 
once existed or were possessed by the taxpayer; rather the 
Government must show the documents existed and were 
possessed by the taxpayer “when the relevant summons 
[or subpoena] was issued.”92

In addition to existence and control, the Government 
must establish that it could authenticate the desired 
records. In so doing, it must establish not only that the 
documents “are in fact what they purport to be,” but also 
that the taxpayer will not be forced “to use his discretion 
in selecting … the responsive documents … thereby 
tacitly providing identifying information.”93 Normally, 
courts require the Government to “show only that it 
could [authenticate the documents] without the taxpayer’s 
assistance, including without information gleaned from 
the documents.”94 However, when controversy exists 
concerning the source of particular documents, at least 
one court has indicated that the Government must go 
one step further by providing evidence of the identity and 
availability of the authenticating witness.95

In order for the Government to establish the applica-
bility of the foregone conclusions doctrine with respect 
to crypto records, it must identify and acquire as much 
information as possible about the records they are seeking. 
It has numerous tools in its arsenal for doing so. In addi-
tion to John Doe summonses and FATCA information 
sharing, the Government may request or compel wallet 
information through third-party summonses, grand jury 
subpoenas, cooperation agreements, Tax Treaties, Mutual 
Legal Assistance Treaties (“MLATs”),96 letters rogatory, 
and letters of request pursuant to the Hague Evidence 
Convention.

Thus far, Government efforts to acquire records of non-
compliant crypto holders appear to be focused on the 
wallets of custodial exchanges.97 To the extent taxpayers 
use domestic exchanges, it is likely to be able to acquire 
such custodial wallet records without the need for the 
foregone conclusion doctrine. However, it may be less 
successful in getting custodial wallet records from foreign 
exchanges. Often times, differences in laws, customs, and 
interpretations of international agreements result in the 
Government receiving less than perfect information in 
these situations. Nonetheless, armed with such imperfect 
information, the Government may still be able to use the 
foregone conclusion doctrine to compel complete foreign 
wallet records from the taxpayer.98

Just because the Government may be able to establish 
the applicability of the foregone conclusion doctrine with 
respect to particular custodial wallets does not mean that 
it will be able to do the same for other wallets.99 To the 
contrary, it must separately prove the applicability of the 

foregone conclusion doctrine for each wallet it seeks.100 
To the extent the Government’s ability to meet these 
standards is exceeded by what it is compelling in the sum-
mons or subpoena, courts have generally limited the scope 
of their compulsion orders to the records for which the 
Government can establish the applicability of the foregone 
conclusion doctrine.101

Where the Government is able to obtain custodial wallet 
records but seeks the records of other taxpayer wallets, it 
must independently develop leads from available informa-
tion to identify the other wallets.102 To this end, taxpayers 
can expect the Government to review known custodial 
wallet records for common wallet addresses sending and 
receiving crypto. For crypto users that change the address 
of their wallets each time they enter into a transaction, 
such an exercise is likely to prove unfruitful. However, 
for those that don’t, it is possible that the Government 
could use those common wallet addresses to identify 
wallets associated with the custodial wallet. Additionally, 
using these discovered wallets, it could potentially run 
data analytics to identify common wallet addresses to 
those wallets. Through this type of investigative work, the 
Government could identify a network of wallets that are 
potentially controlled by the taxpayer. As a result, criminal 
tax attorneys representing non-compliant taxpayers should 
review any crypto wallet records the Government already 
has or is likely to acquire for common wallet addresses.

Even if the Government was able to identify other wal-
lets that appear to be related to known taxpayer wallets, 
it would still need to establish that the taxpayer and not 
some third-party controlled those wallets.103 To the extent 
the Government did not possess evidence that the taxpayer 
was a participant to a transaction entered into by one or 
more of these wallets, it will likely attempt to acquire and 
review bank records, emails, IP address information, and 
tax return information104 for evidence that these wallets 
were opened, accessed, or paid for by the taxpayer. As a 
result, attorneys representing noncompliant crypto holders 
should interview their clients about the types of records 
the Government could acquire and use to find such evi-
dence. Nonetheless, even if the Government were able to 
prove such a nexus, it would still need to establish that 
the taxpayer’s control extended to the time the summons 
or subpoena was issued.105

As described earlier, the Government generally bears the 
formal and informal burden of proving a tax liability in 
criminal tax cases. In many crypto cases, this will neces-
sitate proof of cost basis. For taxpayers that hold coins in 
and transfers them among multiple wallets, one wallet may 
be insufficient for the Government to establish such basis. 
To the extent it must acquire multiple wallets to do so, the 
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Government will need to establish the applicability of the 
foregone conclusion doctrine or another exception to the 
act of production doctrine with respect to each and every 
one. If it can’t, the Government may have no choice but 
to decline to prosecute the taxpayer for the unreported 
crypto sales.

5. Search Warrant Issues
To the extent the Government can establish probable 
cause, it may choose to forgo the issuance of a summons 
or subpoena altogether in favor of applying for a search 
warrant for the desired crypto records. However, due to 
security concerns relating to private keys, many crypto 
users encrypt their wallets with passwords. In situations 
where the Government successfully seizes devices contain-
ing crypto wallets but cannot break the wallet encryption, 
it may decide to compel the encryption password from 
the taxpayer.

The Government typically compels encryption pass-
words for seized items by making an application for a 
court order pursuant to The All Writs Act.106 In the few 
cases that have addressed this issue, courts have held 
that the act of providing compelled passwords to the 
Government for encrypted documents on seized devices 
may be sufficiently incriminating and testimonial to trig-
ger the Fifth Amendment act of production privilege.107 
However, as with summonses and subpoenas for records, 
this privilege can be overcome if the Government can 
establish the applicability of the foregone conclusion with 
independent evidence.108

Few courts have addressed the foregone conclusion 
doctrine in the context of encryption passwords. The first 
series of cases addressing this issue used a framework that 
is virtually identical to that applied to Fifth Amendment 
assertions of privilege with respect to compelled docu-
ments.109 Specifically, these cases analyze whether the 
Government could, with reasonable particularity, inde-
pendently establish that the existence, authenticity of, 
and taxpayer’s control over the files protected by the pass-
word are a foregone conclusion.110 Nonetheless, recently, 
other courts have either indicated or held that the focus 
of the foregone conclusion doctrine in the context of 
compelled passwords should not be on the underlying 
files themselves.111 Rather, since it is the password that 
is being compelled, the focus should be on whether the 
Government can independently establish that the target 
knows the password.112

In most unreported crypto tax cases, the two approaches 
will lead to the same conclusion and, thus, render argu-
ments concerning the correct legal framework largely 
academic. However, this is not always the case. Given 

the sparse body of law in this area and the lack of agree-
ment among courts, practitioners faced with these issues 
should carefully consider the flaws in each approach in 
formulating a position.

A foregone conclusion analysis that focuses only on 
the wallet itself is arguably misplaced because it ignores 
what the taxpayer is being compelled to produce—the 
encryption password. Control of a wallet and control of 
a password to that wallet do not necessarily go hand-in-
hand. For example, a taxpayer and another person could 
share a wallet protected by an encryption password known 
only to the other person. While the taxpayer could control 
this wallet for periods of time upon the other entering the 
encryption password, that taxpayer would truly not be 
able to provide that password if compelled by the court to 
do so. In this scenario, the Government could potentially 
establish the taxpayer’s control over the wallet itself via his 
or her transactional activity. If so, to the extent that a court 
focused its foregone conclusion doctrine analysis on the 
wallet itself rather than the password to that wallet, the 
taxpayer could find himself or herself in the absurd posi-
tion of having to comply with an impossible court order 
to provide a password unknown to him or her or face jail 
time for contempt of court.

A foregone conclusion framework that focuses only on 
the password itself presents different but equally troubling 
issues. “The Fifth Amendment is inapplicable where 
the testimonial act does not create a related risk of self-
incrimination.”113 There is no doubt that the production of 
a password implicitly admits that the taxpayer knows that 
password.114 However, without context, such an admission 
is not incriminating.115 As the Supreme Court has noted, 
questions about whether a taxpayer’s tacit averments are 
testimonial and incriminating “do not lend themselves to 
categorical answers; their resolution may instead depend 
on the facts and circumstances of particular cases or classes 
thereof.”116 In unreported crypto encryption cases, con-
text is important. By the time that the taxpayer attempts 
to invoke the Fifth Amendment concerning the act of 
producing an encryption password, the Government 
would have likely already seized the device containing 
the concerned wallet. If the contents of that wallet are 
incriminating, one could argue that the taxpayer implicitly 
admits a lot more than just knowledge of the password 
when he or she provides it. In these circumstances, knowl-
edge of the password is likely to be characterized by the 
Government as an implicit admission of control over the 
encrypted wallet itself. Such an implicit admission seems 
to be sufficiently testimonial and incriminating to trigger 
Fifth Amendment protections. If so, it follows that the 
Government should also be required to establish that the 
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taxpayer’s control over the wallet is a foregone conclusion 
in order to preclude him or her from invoking the act of 
production doctrine.

In light of the inherent flaws in each of these respec-
tive approaches, practitioners should consider taking the 
position that the Government be required to establish 
the applicability of the foregone conclusion doctrine 
under both approaches. Specifically, it should be required 
to establish, with reasonable particularity, independent 
knowledge that the taxpayer both knows the encryp-
tion password and controls the wallet protected by that 
encryption.

As the Government ramps up its unreported crypto 
tax enforcement campaign, taxpayers and their advisors 

may soon find themselves with the difficult decision of 
whether to comply with summonses, subpoenas, and 
court orders for incriminating crypto records or invoke the 
Fifth Amendment act of production privilege. Although 
assertions of this privilege have been largely unsuccess-
ful in recent years in the context of offshore banking 
cases, the manner in which crypto is held and used by 
taxpayers gives rise to more promising arguments and 
strategy for those seeking to legally shield themselves 
from Government compulsion. With the assistance of 
an experienced criminal tax attorney, taxpayers may be 
able to repel Government efforts to obtain incriminating 
wallet records and, in turn, cause prosecutors to decline 
to prosecute them for unreported crypto.
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